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Skeptoid Media
encourages
science literacy and
critical thinking by
producing free,
STEM-focused
educational and
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entertainment content.

Skeptoid Media is a member-supported
501(c)(3) educational nonprofit. EIN 26-3788260
National Science Foundation Organization ID 6250023210

Skeptoid Media is dedicated to furthering knowledge and critical thinking.
Since 2006, Skeptoid has been revealing the true science behind popular
misinformation, pseudosciences, and urban legends through videos, films,
educational materials, and award-winning weekly podcasts.
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These days we are all subjected to a fire hose of constant information, composed of an oftenindecipherable mix of truth, conspiracy, hidden agendas, and outright fraud. We are inundated
by claims in the news, social media posts, and ubiquitous advertising. As a result, everyone is
looking for reliable tools to help sort fact from fiction. That’s where Skeptoid comes in.
Skeptoid provides a unique service and a valuable model for navigating the modern
world. Rather than deliver dry lectures, we tackle fun and interesting topics in popular culture
using science and logic to discover the truth. We keep an open mind and don’t go in with an
agenda—and sometimes the answers surprise even us.
Our not-so-hidden agenda is to show everyone how they can use the same techniques to
uncover the truth when faced with questionable claims. Our free podcasts and educational materials
are used by teachers and scientists to help spread these techniques to those who need it most.
Your support helps us reach thousands more people to encourage critical thinking, get our
materials into more classrooms, and to keep everything free for everyone to use.
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Your podcast
stands as the true
voice of modern
journalism with genuine
research and reporting
of facts. Skeptoid
should be mandatory
in our educational
institutions.

Our Programs

Thank you,

Ronald Hayden Skeptoid Board Chair

Skeptoid Podcast sk ep toi d.c om

Science Friction sciencef rict ion.t v

Skeptoid has been a leading science podcast since 2006 with
more than 100,000 downloads per week. Each short-format,
single-topic episode tackles a pop culture belief that has
fascinating science behind the legend.
Podcasts are clean tagged and suitable for
general audiences.

Fighting for integrity in science communication. Some
TV shows love to misquote scientists or edit them out
of context to promote a sensational
or fictional urban legend. This feature
documentary film gives those mistreated
scientists a chance to tell what happened
and set the record straight. Directed by
Emery Emery.

Teachers Toolkit sk ep t o i d.c om/te ac he rs
Hundreds of educators worldwide have joined Skeptoid ’s free
Teachers Toolkit program. Teachers can easily share Skeptoid
episodes, or groups of episodes, with students, plus curriculum
materials based on podcast collections.

Principles of Curiosity pri nc i pl e s ofc uri os i ty .c om
Our 2017 film in a fun, fast-paced format presents a general
introduction to scientific skepticism and critical thinking, aimed
toward high school through young adult.
The 40-minute runtime fits within a
classroom time period. Its Creative
Commons license allows unlimited free
public and private screenings. Best of all,
Principles comes with a comprehensive
set of excellent lesson plans, free to
qualifying educators.

Feeding Tube f eeding t ube.tv
This video series exposes popular food myths,
one of the most pervasive pseudosciences
today. The Feeding Tube has been in active
production since 2015.

inFact inf act video.com
These short videos distributed on YouTube offer real facts to
combat pop pseudoscience. More than 40 episodes have been
produced. Used in classrooms by
educators throughout the world.

Skeptoid has proven
invaluable for me both as a
stand-alone treatment of each
topic, and as a guide on how to judge
the validity of information coming
from other sources, such as YouTube
videos, ads, social media, news
articles, and so on.

Skeptoid Media Board of Directors
Ronald Hayden
Retired, Apple
Board Chair

John Sifling

Principal, Broad Reach Maritime, LLC
Board Treasurer

Jeff Wagg

Curator, College of Curiosity
Immediate Past Chair

Rachael Dunlop, PhD
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Senior Research Fellow,
Brain Chemistry Labs, Institute for Ethnomedicine
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Richard J. Sagall, MD,
President, NeedyMeds

Brian Dunning,

Executive Director Skeptoid Media
Board Secretary

Advisory Board
Rachel Bloom,

Audience

Comedian, Actress, Writer

Brian Brushwood,

Host, Comedian, Wizard

Steve Cuno

Marketing Consultant, Author

65.1%
10.7%
9.4%
7.9%
1.3%
1.3%
1.3%
1.2%
0.9%
0.9%

Barry Diamond,

Governance Consultant

Sheril Kirshenbaum,
Host, Author

Robert Miller
Attorney

Natalia Reagan
Primatologist

Tamara Robertson

Actress, Chemical and Biomolecular Engineer

Dr. Kiki Sanford

Science Producer, Science Talk

Richard Saunders
Skeptical Investigator

Joe Schwarcz, PhD
McGill University

Kavin Senapathy,

Author, Science Activist

About Brian Dunning

PHOTO: JEFF KENNEDY / IJK PRODUCTIONS

Reichart Von Wolfsheild

Lead Scientist, Prolific Publishing, Inc.
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No matter where
Skeptoid episodes take
you, the end result is almost
always a better understanding
of our culture and humanity.
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Science writer Brian Dunning is the executive
director of Skeptoid Media, and the host and
producer of the Skeptoid podcast. He’s also
the writer and presenter of the documentary
films Here Be Dragons, Principles of
Curiosity, and Science Friction. The author
of seven books on scientific skepticism and
conspiracy theories including Conspiracies
Declassified from Simon &
Schuster, Dunning is a
member of the National
Association of Science
Writers. He lives in Central
Oregon with his family.
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Finances
83.5%

8.5%

Total expenses: $267,878

8%

REVENUE
INDIVIDUAL
DONATIONS

Total Income: $267,075

$223,108
$21,571
$22,397

25.5%

16%

PROGRAM
CROWDFUNDING
CORPORATE
UNDERWRITING

EXPENSES
PROGRAMS

58.5%

MANAGEMENT
& GENERAL
FUNDRAISING

$156,574
$43,242
$68,062

Corporate Underwriting
Audible
Amazon Web Services
Bombfell
Curiosity Stream

Eyeconic
HowStuffWorks
KiwiCo
Mack Weldon

MVMT
Oregon State University
Parcast

Pessimists Archive
Simple Habit
The Great Courses Plus

The White Vault
Wondery
Zip Recruiter
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Skeptoid Media Thanks You for Improving Our World
We appreciate your gift! Your support positively impacts society by funding our ongoing production
of high quality, free educational materials and media, promoting scientific skepticism and critical
thinking to students and the general public, prompting people to make improved life
decisions based on better information.

Brian Dunning, Executive Director
brian@skeptoid.org | 949-510-9681
Linda Orcelletto, Special Gifts Officer
linda@skeptoid.org | 541-419-3492
Katrina Smith, Director of Corporate Underwriting
katrina@skeptoid.org | 571-235-8013
Alexa Labadie, Sponsor Liaison
alexa@skeptoid.org | 704-701-4532
Matt Loftus, Social Media Content Strategist
matt@skeptoid.org
James H. Marsden, Producer
james@Skeptoid.org
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For more information
about Skeptoid Media, contact

Without question,
learning how to think critically
and evaluate extraordinary claims
was a catalyst for monumental changes
in my life. With so many podcasts out
there, Skeptoid is one I never miss and
which never disappoints. I’m glad to be
a long term supporter of Skeptoid
Media and its many great
projects.
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Skeptoid Media, Inc | 740 NE Third Street, Suites 3-220 | Bend, OR 97701 | USA
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